
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Church, 

Who would like to have heaven at home? We all would right? The question is how can we bring  

heaven home? Oftentimes many things in our daily life take over and we keep running from one 

challenge to the other and from one problem to another that we feel like it is impossible for us to 

have a heavenly home. 

If you look around at the world today there is no question that many aspects of society are broken 

and there is often so much evil in the news. It can be said that if no one is willing to stand against the 

injustices that we see then evil will surely prevail! The question is what can we do? 

We are excited to launch our new teaching series called ‘Bringing Heaven Home’ where we will start 

to equip the Church to fight against this brokenness, starting with our own home. During October 

and November we will spend seven Sundays on this specific topic, based on a book written by Cassey 

Carsten called “The World needs a Father”.  

The teaching touches on many different points in our life. Not only on manhood and womanhood, 

being a father or mother but also on different phases of life in the development of children and how 

to deal with that. It also deals with spiritual wounds we may have encountered in our life and how to 

overcome them. We will also hear about what to do if you are a single mother. 

The Sunday teaching will open up each topic and then we aim to explore this deeper it in our 

Cellgroups and through discipleship.  

We have experienced this teaching as a great blessing and eye opener to our life and we trust that it 

will also  bless you too. 

So make sure that you don’t miss it! 

The teachings will be on the 2nd, 16th and 30st of October and every Sunday in November. 

 


